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Thisfill-in-the-blankform is not a book review. A book review is a piece of writing that
ilclules many of the issues here, but it does so in theformat of an itroy oid rn miclt greater
detail. Formal book reviews address all of the Six Tiaits o|Writfng: Content/Ideas,
Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Fluency, and Conventions. Thf-sform will only help you
develop the Content/Ideas. Formal reviews are submitted in essayform on r"por'ot, pog"r.

Book Review Content Oufline

Title of Book: bei.t q i,

Author:

Setting (Where and when does the book take place?):

Number of Pages:

Narrative Point of View (Who is telling the story? First person? Third person? past Tense?
Present Tense? Omniscient? Limited?)

Plot summary (without giving away the whole story, summarize what happens.)
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(Exarnple: lfyou was funny, find two things and quote

Two quotes from the book that illustrate ng you liked (include page numbers):
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WhatthingsdidyouNOTlikeaboutthebook? ll TLrodn r t= rn1-n an
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"6n1. .trn *rala i , r"' j( . /Z* ,), {.rk
4/o fnhrqr/ ,Ar Ccqlq g' 4*, A f)n-?noZrheme:Atheme .Lffr{^fl,#"*r2,,- ,?%.rr.rsrrrs. ..1 r,umlrn rs rlul .r urur'al Lr[ a rcsson. rrrs a slalemeru aDoul mg way trungs are tharthg z_+v,z? .'
book illustrates. A theme does not express right or wrong, and it does not include the word
chnt t l i /ohnr r lJn ' t  A  fLo*o  z lnac  -^+  ^^ -+  i " l *^ -+ .  :+  : . . -+  ^^ - .^  L^ - - -  LL : : - -_ -  ^ -^  a  r - -  r r -  -  ( .O ^  2^shouldlshouldn't. A theme does not cast judgment; it just says how things are. Also, the 
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theme is a universal idea that applies to everyone, not just to the characters in the book, so )
don't name specifics from the book when you state the theme. Example of a theme from
Jurassic Park: Those who mess with nature are often destroyed by it. (This is illustrated by
the story because inJurassic Park,many of the scientists who bring back the dinosaurs get
eaten by the dinosaurs. But the theme statement doesn't actually mention specific characters
or events, and it could apply to many situations besides those in the book. Get it?)

State one theme of the book:
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The following items (along with the title and the author's name) should be part of the
introduction of a book review. That, however, does not mean these items are the only things
in the introduction; as with any good writing, you also need an attention getter and a clear
thesis/purpose, as well as any background information the reader might need. A good book
review is engaging and entertaining to read. Your writing skill is as important as the reading
you have done.
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Is there anything unique about the book, something that sets it apart? How is it different than

that illustrate something you didn't like (include page numbers):
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What

the book? (Circle one.)

most other books?
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